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ABSTRACT

We obtain the finite x corrections to the gluon structure function which exhibits dou-

ble asymptotic scaling at low x. The technique used is the GLAP equation for gluon

approximated at low x by a Taylor expansion.
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Nearly twenty years ago [1], it was shown that with reasonable boundary conditions,

perturbative QCD predicts a universal growth in the gluon structure function at large t

(t = in Q2/2) and small x faster than any power of In l/x but slower than any inverse

power of x. This surprising result was taken "cum grano salis" by the authors themselves

and in later years, it seems not to have been taken very seriously as it violates Froissart

bound [2]. This has, to a certain extent, motivated new routes to low x physics, viz.

BPKL [3, 4] and GLR [5] equations and their subsequent theoretical phenomenological

developments [6-13].

Only recently, Ball and Forte [14] brought this perturbative prediction to the phe-

nomenological front. They have recast the results of Ref.[l] in two asymptotic variables

In l/xI , „ I til L/JU /-, \

a = y/lnl/x ix t, P=yj-rrr- t1)

and show that the existing experimental data on ^{n.Q2) from HERA [15,16] provide

excellent agreement with both these scaling predictions and confirm the perturbative re-

sult of Ref.[l]. In the standard lore, it implies that one can take seriously GLAP evolution

equations (17) even at low x, at least in the presently explored HERA regime. Therefore

these equations stand as viable theoretical tool to study the evolution of structure func-

tions both at high and low x. It is therefore meaningful to record the corrections to the

double asymptotic scaling so that the low x limit of the perturbative evolution can be

smoothly continued to higher x.

Asymptotically, the gluon structure function has the universal behaviour

GAsyTn{p,o) ~ N fg (A - ~ = exp[27a] (2)

where 7 = 4ATC/(11 -2/3./V/) and fg{i/p) depends on the particular details of the bound-

ary conditions. It is the solution of the following GLAP equation taking only the leading

term of the gluonic kernel [17, 18]

4- / du
G{xfu, t) - G(x, t)

1 -u



1 " ' G{x/u,t)
U)

where

G(x, t) = x g(x, t) and cts(t) =

Let us now obtain the corrections to Eq.(2) using Eq.(3) approximated at low a; by a

Taylor expansion [19-21].

(A) without the contribution of the singlet structure function.

In this case, Eq.(3) can be written as

where

(5)/ f
Jx |_ 1 — U) J

Let us introduce the variable

u = 1 — u (6)

and note tha t (22)

L — U K = U

T h e series (7) is convergent for \u\ < 1. Since x<co<\,soO<u<l—x and hence the

convergence criterion is satisfied. Using (7), we recast G(x/cu,t) as

G(x/u,t) = GixA __

kdG(x,t)
= Gix^+x^u*

\ ^ 2 ^ ^ + ___ ( g )

which covers the whole range ofw,0 < u < 1 —a;. Neglecting the higher order terms

O(x2), G(x/uj,t) can then be approximated for small x as

x/u, t) « G(x, t)+xJT uk ^ ^ . (9)



Using (7) and (9) in (5), and performing the u-integration, we obtain

Ig{x,t) = Rg(x) G(x,t) + Pg(x)

where we have used the identity [22]

k=\ l - - u

and Rg{x) and Pg(x) have explicit forms:

Rg(x) = -2(1 - x) + hi - x2) - Ul - x3) + in l/x1

3 '

Fl X2 X3

Pg(x) = xin l/x -en l/x + tn{\ + x) - — + —
12 2i o

+2(1 - x) + 1(1 - x2) - 1(1 - x3) - E(a:)]

with

1(1 - x3) - i ( l - x*)

defining an infinite series.

Note that as a and/or p large (i.e. x —<-0), Rg{x) —> up while Pg{x) —> 0.

Using (10), (4) can be expressed as

dG{x,t)
' dt 7

'11 _Nf
12 18

£n(l -x) + Rg(x) C(x, t)

The solution of (15) can be obtained by recasting it in the standard form [23]:

P(x, i, G(x, t))
dx

G(x, t, G(X> t))
dt

where,

and

Q(xtt,G(x,t)) = t

R(x,t,G(x,t)) = 7 >l(a:)̂ Ti

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

= «(a:,i,G(x,t) (16)

(17)

(18)

(19)



with

A{x) = 1 + [{^~ls)+ en(1 ~x)~2(1" x) + ̂ (1 ~ x2) ~ \{l ~
(20)

The general solution of (16) is

F(U, V) = Q (21)

where F(U, V) is an arbitrary function of U, V and

U(x,t,G(x,t)) = Cx (22)

V(x,t,G(x,t)) = C2 (23)

form a solution of the equation

dx dt dG(x, t)
P(x, t, G(x, t)) Q(x, t, G(x, t)) R(x, t, G(x, t))

Solving (24), one obtains

(24)

U(x, t, G(x, t)) = t exp [- J dx/P(x)} (25)

and

V(x, t),G{x, t)) = G(x, t) exp [-7 J A(x)dx £n(l/x)/P(x)j (26)

Thus the gluon structure function G(x, t) has to satisfy (21) with U and V given by (25)

and (26), besides the asymptotic boundary condition (2). Note that in the double limit

of large a at fixed p and large p at fixed a, U(x, t, G(x, t)) and V(x, t, G(x, t)) which are

measures of corrections to the double asymptotic limits vanish.

Eq. (21) has no unique solution. The simplest possibility is that a linear combination

of U and V is to satisfy (21) so that

Ag{x,t,G(x,t) U(x,t,G(x,t)) + B3{x,t,G{x,t)) V{x,t,G(x,i) - 0 (27)

leading to

c(s-t) - i l S i S f ' e x p \ h { i A(x)en xlx- i)IP{x)\ •



The ratio Ag(x, t, G(x, t))/Bg(z, t, G(x, t)) has to satisfy the limit (2) for large a and fixed

p and large p at fixed a. This boundary condition constrains the functional ratio to be

-Ag(x,t,G(x,t)) GAsym(<r, p) , ,
B9(x,t,G(x,t)) ~* exp[a/p] { *>

leading to a gluon structure function for small x to be

G(xt t) = GAsymv(a, p) exp [ £ dx(7 A{x)in l/x - 1)/P(x)] (30)

where double asymptotic scaling holds for x < x0.

(B) With contribution of the single structure function.

Ball and Forte (14) point out that apart from the sub-asymptotic factor 7/p ~

(in tjln l/x)1/2, the asymptotic growth of the gluon distribution drives a similar growth of

the singlet quark distribution provided compact boundary conditions are used. A similar

observation was made earlier by other authors as well [24,25]. Asymptotically [14],

*f(*>0 - X (p) 7 (p) G(<7'P) •

We assume its validity even away from the double asymptotic scaling so that /(7/p)

can be used. This then yields

(^)(^)V<). (32)
There is also a possibility that singlet may decay faster than given by (32). Using

quasiclassical solution of the basic GLR equation [5], Kim and Ryskin [26], obtain the

following result:

F^x,t)^C^E;e}G(x,t) (33)

with C « 1.4 [27] and ej denotes the charge squared of the /-flavoured quark. For

completeness, we consider this possibility as well.

In both of the cases, A(x) and P(x) occurred in (30) become t dependent and get

extra contributions due to (32) and (33). This results in the following replacements in

(30):

A(x) - A(x) + {AB-F(x,t);AK-R(x,t)} (34)

P(x) - P(x) + {PB_F(x,t);PK~R(^t)} (35)



with

and

27 Nf 2.8int \ l / \
81 \£n l/x) ; 9 ' 7 '

' 2(1 ~x) 1 ( 1 - a:)2!
2 — - — - t + - p-

£n l/x 2 *n l/o; j

Eej

2-y Nf ( Int
81 1/ar

2.87

x2

l/x)2 + 2x fe I/a: - — in l/x

-2(1 - x) + i (1 - x2)] .

(36)

(37)

To conclude, we have obtained corrections to the double asymptotically scaled gluon

structure function using an approximate form of GLAP equation valid at low x. Our result

will hopefully be useful in extrapolating the low x limit of the perturbative evolution down

to high x.
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